General information and FAQs about the product can be found at
www.marschpat.at FAQs can be found at
https://marschpat.zendesk.com/hc/en
For specific questions please send an email: support@marschpat.at.

WELCOME TO THE MARSCHPAT COMMUNITY!
Hello dear marching/wind/brassband fan,
Thank you for your order. We wish you a lot of fun with digital
marching.

QUICK VERSION INSTALLATION - CREATE ACCOUNT NOW AND GO:
Follow link web.marschpat.com (web app)
2 Create account and subscribe
3 Open web browser on PocketBook (pocketbook.marschpat.com without www)
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Click on download - link and MARSCHPAT app will be installed
5 Launch MARSCHPAT app on PocketBook
6 Enter serial number in web app under "New device".
7 Your digital grade book is now linked to your account (web app)
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All other info about the operation you can
read at your leisure and read up!
Love greetings
Your Team MARSCHPAT - Let's get digital

MARSCHPAT GmbH
Ared street 7-304
2544 Leobersdorf
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Instructions "Starting up the app and linking it to the
web app (MARSCHPAT software via browser)":
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:

Connect Pocketbook device with own WLAN
On the Pocketbook device, open the browser and
enter pocketbook.marschpat.com
Download and install marchpat app

Step 4:

Create a paid account for our software and services at:

Step 5:
6:
Step 7:

https://web.marschpat.com/register (You can also use the
software via any browser PC/laptop or tablet).
Login with your account https://web.marschpat.com/login Step
Launch Marschpat app on Pocketbook device and wait until the
Serial number is displayed
In our software on the PC https://web.marschpat.com/login,
under the item "Add new device", enter the serial number of the
device.

After that your account and our software is linked to the pocketbook. In our
software https://web.marschpat.com/login you can upload your own sheet
music with our sheet music upload, or use our sheet music from the public
sheet music pool. Afterwards you can use the
compile desired notes in your music books.
After you have created the music books in the web app, click Sync on the
Pocketbook device in the Marschpat app and all your created music books are
available on the Pocketbook for playing music. For syncing you need an active
WLAN connection, after that all your sheet music is available offline on the device.
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2 Create MARSCHPAT account:
Step 1:
Step 2:

Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:

Access our software web app on PC/laptop or tablet
https://web.marschpat.com/register
Enter data (name, mail, password, etc.) as shown in the
picture.

Confirmation email will be sent to you Confirm email (Please also confirm in the
check junk/spam folder)
Login with email and password.
If you want to create a club account, create a new club in the
upper right corner:

Example club 1
Example club 2
Example club 3
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3 Complete membership and activate account:

INFO

THESE STEPS ARE ONLY POSSIBLE AFTER
REGISTRATION (SEE POINT 2)!

3a. As a single musician/single user
Under menu item "My profile", complete my membership
3b. As a club user
under menu item "club administration" conclude membership

INFO

IF YOU HAVE ORDERED DIRECTLY THROUGH US (E.G. BY PHONE OR MAIL) AND
CLAIM AN INVOICE ¢ THEN WE WILL ACTIVATE YOUR ACCOUNT DIRECTLY AND YOU
DO NOT HAVE TO CARRY OUT POINTS 3A OR 3B.

4 Add members to your club/group:
You are admin of your club and you already get e.g. a 10 account¢ then you can add 9 more
people to your club.
Every member you want to invite needs his own (free of charge)
Account, because here the club pays for you.
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
(optional)

Send the link to your members
https://web.marschpat.com/register
Your members create an account & confirm it by
clicking on the link in the confirmation email.
After you have created the account, you can add
your member to your club
Under Members ¢ Add new member
(Email address from the respective member)
Member gets confirmation by mail and must agree
Member is added and has access to notes and
Performances
If you want your member to have admin privileges, then you can
you share them with him. Click on his/her name and give
him/her the permission. Attention: He/she can then edit
notes and dates.
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5 Link devices with web app:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:

Turn on PocketBook and open Marschpat app
Open the web app web.marschpat.com and login with your account.
log in
Under the menu item "Devices" and "Add new device" (enter the serial
number of the PocketBook). Here you can also enter notes about the
device (e.g. which member it belongs to).

6 How do I get to the notes?
Menu item: "Score management - Score pool".
Under tab "Public sheet music" you can see all sheet music that we provide from our publishers
and composers. Here you can search for sheet music or use our various filter options (e.g. filter all
sheet music from Johann Kliment Verlag).
You can then display the work or the sheet music directly in the web app. Or you can add it
to a music book you have created (see point 7).
Under tab "My sheet music" you can find your own uploaded sheet music if you have a single
user account. (Attention: "My sheet music" will only be displayed if you have an active single user
account).
Under tab "Shared sheet music" you can find your own uploaded sheet music if you have a club
account. (Attention: "Shared sheet music" is only displayed if you have an active club account).
For the note upload instructions, see item 8.
Note: Shared notes are only seen by people who have access to your account.
(so you and your invited members)
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7.1 How do I create my digital music books?
Step 1:
Click on the menu item "Sheet music books" on
the left Step 2:
With the plus, create a new sheet music
book
ATTENTION: If you have a single account then "My music books" will be displayed
and if you have a club user account then "Shared music books" will be displayed as
TAB. If you have both accounts, then both will be displayed.

By clicking on the 3 dots you can edit the notebook, i.e. the name and a description.

IMPORT
ANT

All these created music books will be synchronized to your Pocketbook nothing more, nothing less.
That means all music books incl. the existing sheet music can be
then be used offline.
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7.2 How do I add a work or sheet music from the
sheet music pool to my sheet music book?
Step 1:

Go to menu item "Score Pool - Public Scores" Step 2:
Click on the 3 dots next to the info sign Step 3:
Add music piece

Step 4:

Click "Add piece of music to music book" and select in which music book
the piece should be integrated.

ATTENTIO
N

If a marching book is already checked, then you know that you
have integrated this piece of music in the respective music book.
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8 Score uploader functions:
Under the menu item "Score management - Score sheet upload" you can integrate
your own scores into the MARSCHPAT system, which are then only available for you or
your club.
Step 1:
Under "Basic data of the music piece "you can enter data such as title,
publisher, composer, etc.
¢Mandatory fields are "Title of the piece of music" and
"Instrumentation".
Attention: Enter the data carefully so that you can find your pieces later.

Info about instrumentation: If you are an orchestra / band / marching band in wind
music then select "Large Wind Orchestra". If you are a "Trombone Choir" then please select
"Trombone Choir". This is important so that the specific instruments are assigned and can
be selected later.
Step 2:

Select in which pool you want to upload the piece: Individual users
upload their pieces under "MY NOTES" or "Private pool". Club accounts
upload their pieces under "COMMON NOTES" or "My club's pool of sheet
music: Example club".

Step 3:

Upload sheet music and parts:
If you click on the field at the photo, your folder opens and you can select and
integrate the notes. Alternatively, you can drag and drop the files into the
field.

INFO

INFO ABOUT THE FILES:
YOU CAN INTEGRATE YOUR NOTES IN PDF, IMAGE
(JPG, PNG) OR MXL VERSION 3.0.
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To do this, click on "Voice not yet edited

Step 4:

Assign voices and edit music sheets
Then a window opens. Here you can assign the instruments voices (1st
flugelhorn, 2nd clarinet, etc.) on the left. This is important so that the
voices can be selected afterwards.

The sheet of music can then be rotated, cropped and zoomed using the control elements.
With the blue border you can still cut your piece correctly. If you click on "ALL PAGES" this
section will be taken over for all your pages (here 2 pages). Depending on how you need it.
Attention: The way you set it here is how the notes will be displayed afterwards.
On the left you can also see the number of pages of this voice, so even multi-page
pieces can be integrated optimally.
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In the control elements on the right you can choose between portrait and landscape format.
Note: Notes in portrait format (e.g. A4 standing) must be integrated as portrait format.
Notes in landscape format (e.g. marches in marching book format) must be integrated as
landscape format.
The "Next voice" and "Previous voice" buttons can be used to switch directly to the next
voice (including saving). The "Save voice" button assigns this voice and saves the editing
(not yet uploaded).

The voice is then highlighted in green as saved. With the
"bucket icon", the voice can also be deleted again.

Step 5:
Upload music track and respective voices.
When you are done with integrating the parts and editing, you have to click on the
approval, where you explicitly declare that you have the rights of the piece. Then click
on "Upload music piece" and the sheet music will be integrated into your sheet music
pool (Shared sheet music or My sheet music).
Step 6:
Piece of music is integrated.
You can now jump directly to the note pool or continue uploading:
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Special Feature "Join or separate multiple
sheets of music / pages:
Merge multiple sheets of music / pages or add pages to a voice: Case 1: Your instrument part
(in figure "Direction C") has e.g. 3 pages and you have scanned each page separately as a file.
Then it is necessary to add pages 2 to 3 to page 1.
This can be done directly in the uploader with the arrow to the right of the voice.

If now the arrow of the file "2.png" is clicked, then you must select only which pages are to be
added (see illustration). In this case page 2_2.png and 2_3.png.

After clicking on the hackerl a field appears where you have to click on "Merge voices".

After that only the voice 2.png appears with 3 pages integrated. Assign the correct voice to it
and your 3-page directional voice in C can be used. The flag on the right also indicates that
these voices have been merged.
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Extract pages of a voice / Separate pages / Separate pages: If, for example, a PDF
document contains several different voices, then you can extract and separate the
individual pages / voices via our uploader.
1. To do this, click on the uploaded file with multiple pages.
2. Then click links on the page you want to extract. (in the figure page 1).
3. Then click on "Extract page 1".

Click on "YES, EXTRACT".

The page has been extracted and is now visible as a new file in the uploader, to which
you can assign the correct voice again.
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9 RECOMMENDATION FROM US FOR UPLOADING SHEET
MUSIC
General recommendations:
The better the notes are prepared and named, the faster you can integrate them into the
MARSCHPAT system.
Make sure that the resolution of the notes is good (300 DPI) is sufficient.
Make sure that the note scans are straight, otherwise you will have to straighten everything out
again.
It is best to use a scanner with automatic feed, which saves the files individually (this can
be changed in the scanner settings).
In principle, the following formats are supported:
.png, .jpg / .jpeg
.pdf
.mxl
If you want a static format (i.e. the notes should be displayed as you are used to them
or as they are in e.g. paper form) then by all means use .png, .jpg or PDF.

PDF, PNG and JPG:
The best way is to scan each voice individually with the paper feed of your scanner as a PDF
or PICTURE (jpg., png.) One file for each voice (see photo). Name them best after
Werk_Stimme.png/jpg/pdf (e.g. My_March_Clarinet 1.png.) So that you can
and assign them.

If a voice has more than one page, the easiest way is to use the PDF format. Here scan each
voice including all pages as one document. (Voice xx - page 1 and Voice xx - page 2 in one
PDF document).
Then you just have to drag them in and assign the voices.

Sheet music program and MusicXML (MXL):
If you have files in Finale/Sibelius or similar music programs, you can export the parts as
MusicXML (MXL). Make sure, however, that MXL is exported with version 3.0 or higher.
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Attention: "XML" or MXL under version 3.0 is not supported by us.
The advantage of MXL is that you can scale and enlarge the notes better and
dynamically as you wish. However, this requires extensive knowledge of the
possibilities of MXL and the use of music programs. You are welcome to try out
the MXL upload live in our web app.

INFO

FOR BEGINNERS OR THOSE WHO HAVE LITTLE TO DO WITH MUSIC
NOTATION PROGRAMS, WE RECOMMEND THE STATIC VARIANT WITH
PDF OR IMAGE FORMAT.

10 Appearance management
Under the menu item "Performance management - Calendar" you can set your / your
performance pro- be and directly add or invite the pieces and members to the
performance. The dates are then displayed directly in the web app in the calendar and
can be seen by the members.
The pieces are then also displayed on the Pocketbook directly for the respective event.

ATTENTION: We distinguish here again between private and club event, depending on
which account you have. If you have created everything, you only have to click on
Synchronize on your Pocketbook and the events including the sheet music will be
played on your device. Then you can see your music books, performances and display
your sheet music offline.
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More FAQ's
i

How many notes fit on the PocketBooks?
We think more than enough for your gigs. Roughly estimated, more than 10,000
pieces fit on the PocketBook.
How do I get the Marschpat app on the PocketBook on the home page?
Long press on the icon and add to home page
What if the "Apps" icon is not on the home page or the "Apps" icon has slipped to
get to the second page with it?
Long press and hold on any icon and add "Apps" again.
How do I get back from the full screen note view in the MARSCHPAT app?
Either swipe from top to bottom of the screen or press the right hardware
button. (For landscape mode and left buttons, the lowest button) Select everything
correctly with the bars on the right, then go to your music books.
Can I wipe to the next piece?
Yes, you can swipe to the next or previous track or use the hardware buttons
(arrows) to do so.
Notes are not displayed in the MARSCHPAT app...
• Is the instrumentation correctly selected trombone choir or wind orchestra?
• Did you choose the right instrument and the right voice?
• Is the voice for your piece of music available at all? (the list of available voices
is displayed).
• Have the notes been synchronized?

MARSCHPAT GmbH
Ared Straße 13/16/1
2544 Leobersdorf
Version 2.0 (Sept 2021)
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